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Per Metro Code, on a yearly basis, 
Metro reviews and reports on our equity in 
contracting program, broadly describing the 
efforts, highlighting specific activities and 
programs undertaken to advance equity and 
inclusion, and quantitatively detailing the 
outcomes.  
 
Metro’s Equity in Contracting 
Program Overview 
 
Metro works to prepare the 1.5 million 
people in the greater Portland region for the 
future by addressing transportation, 
development, and environmental protection 
issues that cross local boundaries.  
 

Diversity in contracting plays a critical role 
in the success of Metro’s mission to plan for 
the region’s future and ensure that it 
remains a great place to live. Inclusion of 
diverse businesses adds vibrancy, resilience, 
sustainability, and breadth to the economy of 
the region.  Each year, Metro spends millions 
of dollars on contracts with businesses that 
support efforts to provide public services for 
the residents of Clackamas, Multnomah, and 
Washington counties. By actively involving 
minority-owned business enterprises, 
woman-owned business enterprises, service-
disabled veteran-owned businesses and 
emerging small businesses (collectively 
referred to as COBID-certified firms) in the 
pool for business opportunities, Metro helps 
expand economic opportunities in the 
region. 

 
 

For more information contact: 
gabriele.schuster@oregonmetro.gov 
 

 
  



 
Program Highlight 
 
2022 is Metro’s highest year in COBID award and 
COBID spend to date, with specific numbers included 
in the “Outcomes Section” later in this report.  
Specifically, the Parks and Nature Department 
awarded $18 million to COBID Firms.  

 
 
Program Details 
 
Addressing Barriers 
Metro released a survey in March & April of 2022 to better understand the training and 
engagement needs of diverse businesses. This survey was sent to about 600 firms, and 64 
responses were received. We offered opportunities to comment on the existing trainings and what 
trainings they may want to see. Additionally, firms commented on their preference between virtual 
(75%) and in-person (25%) offerings.  
 

Existing Trainings New Trainings 
Meet and Greet/open house Construction bonding 
Bid and proposal writing training Teaming with larger prime proposers 
Metro office hours/navigating Metro’s 
procurement process 

More meet and greet opportunities with project 
managers 

Mentoring while under contract How to find out about direct contracting 
opportunities 

Marketing your business/teaming up  
Back office training/organize day-to-day 
paperwork 

 

 
 
Example Survey feedback 
 

I just filled out the survey, and I also wanted to let you know this week I connected with 
Olena Turula with Metro Parks and Nature and we had a great conversation about 
future possibilities. Thanks so much for the encouragement and resources as I learn 
the ropes in this process. 
Have a great rest of your week, 
Bethany 
Bethany Rydmark (she/her), PLA, ASLA 
landscape architect + garden designer 

 

 



Small Business Trainings and Technical Assistance 
 

• Office Hours – How to do business with Metro 
This training is offered by Metro Procurement staff and is about how to navigate the 
procurement process and what to know about the Equity in Contracting program. This 
program is in high demand.  
 
Metro provided four trainings in 2022 and plans to provide eight in 2023 to better meet the 
need. See below for a table that shows the demographics of attendee firms.  
 
MBE WBE ESB SDV In Process Total 
19 7 7 3 4 40 

 
• Sharpen the Pencil 

Back office tasks how to manage all that paperwork, invoicing Metro, keeping your books 
while under contract with Metro. This was a pilot training with ten firms attending (six 
MBE, two WBE, two ESB). This training was very successful and demand for future offerings 
is high. Small businesses expressed strong interests in more of this training, which we plan 
to provide in 2023. 
 

• Proposal Clinics 
Proposal Clinics are 1:1 sessions with an expert 
consultant on how to level up a firm’s proposal 
writing skills to win a future Metro contract.  
 
Small business owners learn how to show their 
value, the unique qualifications they bring, and 
leverage their strengths in their next RFP response. 
 
 
MBE WBE ESB In Process Total 
2 4 1 2 9 

 
RFP 4119 On Call Racial Equity and Inclusion Training, Facilitation, and Coaching Services 
 
• Nineteen proposals received, and ten proposers were awarded a contract.  

 
• Five out of the ten were COBID certified  

(four MBE, one WBE). 
 

• Two proposers (MBE firms) took advantage of the proposal writing assistance and both 
succeeded in securing an award.  

 
• Metro provided Bid and Proposal writing training and mentoring with NAMC Oregon.  

This specific session resulted in a contract with an MBE/WBE certified construction 
company for On-Call General Repair and Maintenance Services Metro agency-wide for 
residential and commercial properties. 

 



• Business Development Strategies Workshops 
 
Two workshops were held: 
Partnering and building teams to propose on larger Metro RFPs 
Small Business Marketing - Social media and website strategy 
 
MBE WBE ESB SDV In Process Total 
13 15 6 2 3 39 

 
Both were highly regarded by attendees and filled up quickly.  

 
• Testimonial 

Martin (House of Lopez Campa)  
Can't help but thank you forever for the mentorship you have provided for our 
company the past couple months. From your proofreading ability, creative 
ideas and amazing networking intel, you have really gone above and beyond 
for us! Really is an honor to have you as a friend. 
 

  



Outreach by Metro Staff 
 

• Outreach 
Metro Staff conducts ongoing outreach to the local minority business communities.  
Here’s a list of the meetings and events that were attended:  

o Oregon Association of Minority 
Entrepreneurs (OAME) Youth 
Conference, with a staffed table 

o OAME Tradeshow 
o Gresham Business Chamber annual 

event  
o Hispanic Metropolitan Business 

Chamber 
o Oregon Native American Chamber 2022 Gathering 
o Philippine American Chamber of Commerce year-end event  
o National Association of Minority Contractors (NAMC) Holiday Gathering  

 
• Events by Metro Staff 

o Diversity Practitioners Summit (January 2022) – Metro sponsored and provided 
an Equity Contracting program overview on the 
Procurement Officer Roundtable. 
 

o Virtual Small Business Open House (February 
2022) in partnership with Multnomah County – 
about 200 participants Networking provided in 
virtual breakout rooms to meet and connect with 
project managers of Metro departments and 
facilities.  
 

o Virtual Meet and Greet Event 
MBE WBE ESB In Process Total 
5 5 9 4 20 

 
• Networking with small business support organizations and staff support 

o Oregon Association of Minority Entrepreneurs   
(Advisory Board participation) 

o Professional Business Development Group 
o National Association of Minority Contractors 
o Oregon Native American Chamber   

(Board participation) 
o Business Diversity Institute    

(Board participation) 
o Columbia Chapter National Institute of Government Procurement  

(Board participation) 
 
 

 

 
 



Metro won the OAME Public Agency of the Year Award  
Awarded on May 12 at the OAME Tradeshow

 
The award is given to the 
public agency that best 
exemplifies OAME’s 
mission to promote and 
develop entrepreneurship 
and economic 
development thereby 
reducing racism and 
discrimination in Oregon 
and SW Washington and 
supporting COBID firms. 
 

 
 

 

  



Metrics
 

In 2022, Metro awarded about 
$126M in contracts, of which 52% 
were COBID eligible. This is the 
highest percentage in the last 5 
years (compared to 31%,13%, and 
22% in the prior three years). To be 
COBID eligible, a contract must 
have been theoretically available to 
a COBID firm – which rules out 
IGAs, Leases, Grants, Non-profit 
Partnerships, and a few highly 
specialized contracts, like Metro’s 
Banking services or the Transfer 
Station Operators & Waste Haulers.  

Of the about $65M in eligible, about 39% were actually awarded to COBID firms (compared to 27%, 
38%, and 21% in the prior three years). Of the awards, 20%, 59%, and 21% were awarded to MBE 
(Minority-owned Business Enterprise), WBE (Women-owned Business Enterprise), and ESB 
(Emerging Small Business Enterprise) firms respectively. Compared to previous years, mostly the 
MBE percentages has held steady, but dollars have shifted between the ESB and WBE firms.  



Below is a table that breaks down the total, COBID eligible, and COBID realized awards by 
department. It also describes the amount spent on those contracts: 

 

We can note that of the COBID eligible contracts, Council, Capital Asset Management, Information 
Services, and Portland 5 Center for the Arts had the highest spend by percentage with COBID firms.   

By awarded COBID amount, Communications, MERC Central, and Parks and Nature had the highest 
Percentage, with Parks and Nature having the highest pure dollar amount.  

 
 
 



Below is a table describing the same contracts by count rather than dollar amount.  

 

For most departments, most of their contracts are COBID eligible. Ineligible contracts generally 
relate to IGAs, Leases, or Grants, and for some departments, in CY2022 or generally, their 
programming mostly falls into one of those buckets. Note that departments varied in percentage 
count – with Council as the highest percentage count. Parks and Nature also had the highest count 
of COBID contracts.  

  



The table below shows the spend in Calendar Year by department.  

 

In this year, Parks and Nature, Waste Prevention and Environmental Services, Capital Asset 
Management, and the Oregon Zoo were the departments with the highest COBID eligible spending 
and COBID contract spending. By percentage, the MERC central spend, Housing, and Finance and 
Regulatory Services departments are in the lead.  

In terms of off-contract PO spend, Parks and Nature is the highest. Note, a significant portion of the 
Parks and Nature spending is likely acquisitions of land, all of which are not COBID eligible or 
standard contracts.

 

The graph to the left 
shows that in CY2022 
Metro awarded a much 
larger amount of 
contracting dollars 
compared to previous 
years. This expanded 
each of the categories 
correspondingly.  This is 
likely due to expansions 
in department 
contracting as the COVID 
19 budget constraints 
are released. 

  

 

 

  



Per the graph below we can see that overall spend with COBID firms is significantly increasing in all 
categories. This is to be expected, again, with the “post” Covid 19 budget rebounds.  

 
 

Per the table to the left we can see a 
positive trend in terms of contract 
utilization. Briefly, we can see that 
contracts with COBID firms in more recent 
years have a higher spend percentage than 
in prior years. This points to a focus by 
Metro staff on emphasizing and 
patronizing those partnerships first.  

 

 

The table above is new in 2022. It separates the awarded contracts by type of award. First, we can 
see that almost all of our awards for architects and engineers and construction are COBID eligible, 
which shows a strong commitment to engaging historically underrepresented firms. Both 
Professional Services and Goods and Trade Services have some purchases (likely with non-profits 
or very specific industries) where no COBID participation was possible. Of the categories, we can 
see that 64% of our awarded construction contracts in 2022 went to COBID firms. This can best be 
understood as the long-term dividends of many years of consistent engagement. 
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